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ABSTRACT

Extended superRiemannian surfaces are studied and their underlying

superconformal properties are derived as solutions of an operator equation.

.Superconformal tensors and differential forms are discussed in detail and

are shown to be classified by means of a triplet of integers or half integers.

The integration on superRiemann surfaces is developed. Finally, we derive

the solution of I he N - 4 anomaly compatible with the non locality feature

and discuss the necessary conditions for its vanishing. A heuristic geometrical

interpretation of these conditions is also given.

HIRAMARE - TR1KSTE

August 1989

Recently, there has been much Interest in the study of superRiemann

surfaces 11,2). These are supergeneralizations of the ordinary Riemann surfaces

that allow to define the superconformal symmetry in a natural way. The latter

is the main ingredient in the formulation of superconformal field theories

which in turn are of great importance nowadays because of their applications

both in superstring theories and two-dimensional critical phenomena 13,41.

A superRiemann surface is obtained by using one complex bosonic co-ordinate

z and N Grassmann variables 6 and requiring the transition functions to

be superconformal transformations. For N = 1, superconformal tensor fields [11,

superiniegration and other supersymmetrizations of properties of ordinary

Hiemann surfaces have been discussed. Their analogues for N y 1 wore

examined (S-S1 and partial results have been obtained. Our purpose here is

to complete some aspects of these studies. In particular, we formulate the

superconformal transformations as solutions of an operator equation and show

that all superconformal quantities are classified by means of a triplet (-r,s,^)

of integers or half integers. Furthermore, we derive an integral representation

of the N = 4 superconformal anomaly compatible with the non-locality property.
(N)

Recall that the N-extended supercurrent J is a non-primary superfield since

it transforms under a superconfornal co-ordinate change as

( X . I )

,-N,where S (z ,z ) is the superconformal anomaly sat is fy ing the fol lowing group,

property

The anomaly s which scales as z^ is solved by supergenaralizations of

the Schwarzian derivative for N ̂. 3 17,8|. For the N « 4 case however, S

is a non-local function satisfying an additivity property which is similar to

the linearity of the integral l(z ,z_). A solution of this equation has been
{ t \ 1 / 7

discussed in Ref.7 in terms of a new superfield S. (z^.z^) ( <sj z ) but

no expression of S has been derived. In fact the introduction of S^

is exactly the price one should pay to overpass the non-locality problem.

Our solution reads as

5

ft To he submitted for puMiCiit ion.

<"< Permanent adiiress: l.iihxirat oi rr <1e PliysiqiK' Theorique, H.I', lO|/«,
Av. Ihn Hattota, Rabat, Morocco.
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f 2
where ui(z) » dc'hMz) is a superdif ferential half form and where is the

^ z
integration along a curve of the N * 4 superRiemann surface. The I
presentation Is as follows.

In Sec.2, we review briefly the N-extended superconformal symmetry in

superspace as described in the literature. We recall also some useful tools

for later applications. In Sec.3, we expose our approach based on solving an

operator equation. We start by x setting the formalism for N«l and explore its

conformal properties by examining the solutions of the equation mentioned

above. As an example, we derive in a suitable way the ad hoc Bruce, Fairlip

and Yates superconformal one form (d, - 6d9) [9]. Then we study the

generalization of the approach for N > 1. we give in particular the super -

conformal scalar operator i • Tt i. generalizing that of the N = 1 case and

discuss its properties in detail. Through this study, we learn also how the

Kac Moody subsymmetry acts. As a result, we find that the basic quantities

used in this section are classified by a triplet of Integers or half integers.

For example, the basis differentials df, and the covariant derivatives are

repn-sented by {-j, 0, 0} and {0, j, 0}, respectively.

The first part of Sec.4 is devoted to complete the previous discussion

by Analyzing the general properties of superconformal tensors. The main result

we ubtain here is that all superconformal tensors are completely characterized

by a triplet of integers or half integers {-r.s.f}. Explicit examples are

giut>n. We discuss the general form of the infinitesimal superconformal trans-

formations of superconformal tensor and shou how the Kac Moody symmetry acts

on them. Actually, this construction generalizes those of Refs.5 and 7. The

second part is devoted to the building of integration measures. We develop

in a first step the integration process over an open supercurve which is very

important for the elaboration of the solution of the anomaly S . Then we

discuss the Integration on closed superdomains. We give in particular the

N = '• generalization of the Stokes theorem and establish the connection with

the Berezin integration.

In Sec.5 we develop the non-local solution of the N = 4 anomaly which

is given by the integral of a superdifferential half form w along an open

supercurve. The properties of u(z) are studied in detail and a heuristic

but instructive geometrical interpretation is made by exploiting the analogy

of the N = 4 superconformal model with the dynamics of a classical particle

moving along a curve of the Euclidean space IR . Finally, we study the

necessary conditions for an anomaly free superconformal system. The last

section is devoted to the conclusion.

2. N = 4 SUPKRCONFORHAL SYMMETRY IN SUPERSPACE

We start this section by setting the general formalism for t he N •= 4

supcrconformii] field theory in superspace. The main object in this theory is

the N - 4 supersymmetric algebra

(2.1)

when- D. is the usual N = 4 supersymmetric covariant derivatives which have

the following form on the N = 4 superspaee

(2.2)

These fermionic generators scale as z ' (8 )) and transform as a one-

component spinor under the U( 1 ) ~ S0(2) Euclidean space time symmetry and as

four vector under the 0(4) automorphism group of the superalgebra (2.1).

The superspace parameterized by the co-ordinate points <z,8 ) is just

a n N = 4 superRiemann surface generalizing the usual complex plane £ by in~

eluding four extra real Grassmann variables 81. The superspace which corresponds

to ('. .0) heterotic supersymmetry will be denoted hereafter in a compact form as

follows:

(2.3)

The antiheterofic part related to (0,4) supersymmetry depends on z and four

real other Grassmann variables. He shall not use this superspace. N = 4

tensor superfields are superanalytic functions

space and whose 8 expansion reads for k = 0 as

j ^ ((Z) on the above super-

when? the two last terms of this development may be written by introducing

the SO{4) completely antisymmetric invariant tensor as

(2.5)



The scalar superfield of Eq.(2.4) carries in general 2.(8+8) degrees of

freedom. Each degree ~C{z) depends on z only and therefore can be
expanded in general as Laurent series, namely

where U = 2 or ff + -~ depending on the spin structure of "t_(z) and where

^-n are the Fourier modes given by

(2.7)

For a real scalar superfield *, these modes satisfy the following property:

(2.8)

Furthermore, the Cauchy superintegration on the N = 4 superspace generalizing

the Cauchy integration on the complex plane is well defined. It is obtained

as follows. First, expand superanalytic function H(z.) type (2.4) in a

Taylor series around a point Z~ of the N • 4 superspace

(2.9)

whpre U 2 = 'd/'3z2 and S3 2 is a superdifferential operator given by

+ £*«W1)<.WAi (2.io)

Then, using standard intergation rules, one establishes the following useful
formulas:

-5-
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t

( 2 1 2 )

where d Z = dz d e is the Berezin integration measure on the N = 4 super-

space.

N = 4 superconformal symmetry is generated by superanalytic trans-

formations on the superspace. These transformations generalize the N = 0

ordinary conformal ones. The latter are given by arbitrary analytic functions

on the complex plane co-ordinates. There, the analyticity of the trans-

formations guarantees the homogeneous transformation of the derivative 3/3z

namely

V-
(2.IS)

In the N = 4 (N ̂  J) superspace, the concept of superanalyticity of the trans-

formations can be specified by remarking that the basic derivative is not

:i/3z but the spinor derivative D, as one sees from F.q.(2.1). Therefore, it

is natural to require that superanalyticlty leads to a homogeneous trans-

formal ion of D. , i.e.

D, -- (D,8'J ̂  (2.14)

where z and 6 are the superco-ordinate transforms of z and B1
given

(2.13)

-6-



It is interesting to note here that not all possible transformations tin t h«

superspace are superconformal. Only those leading to Kq.(2.14) do. This

means that the change of the superco-ordinates of Eq.(2.1">) should satisfy a

certain constraint which reads as

(2.16)

Eq.(2.16) is easily obtained by comparing Eq.(2,]4) to the general trans-

formation of the covariant derivative under Eq.(2.15). Moreover, demanding

the above constraint to be invariant under the N ' 4 superalgebra (2.1), one

gets an extra consistency condition

(2.17)

Finally, taking the determinant of Eq.(2.17), one discovers that the quantity

is an 0(4) matrix implying the existence of two types of inequivalent N = 4

superconformal transformations. The twisted and the untwisted ones.

Now applying Eq.(2.14) both on (z,?1) and (z.B1) separately, one gots

the following relations

D,9' =
and

(2.19)

(2.20)

Whereas Eq.(2.19) recovers just the consistency condition given by Eq.(2.1ft),

F.q.<2.20) shows that, constraints (2.14) and (2.16) are independent of the

choice of the superco-ordinate frame. Indeed, it is not difficult to check

that the following equations hold:

-7-

-u,-l
= F

(2.21)

In particular, one finds according to the above equation that Eq.(2.17) is still

valid in the new superco-ordinate frame

(2.22)

Notice that the identity transformation satisfies all these equations as it can

easily be seen from Eq.{2.20). Furthermore, Eq.(2.1°) which is genera 1izable

for all even N [5,7] divides N = h superRiemannian surfaces into two types

depending upon their global structure as already mentioned. The first kind

hereafetr referred to as the untwisted superRiemann surface (det H = £ = 1)

has an 50(4) symmetry and preserves the orientation when going around a closed

loop anywhere on the supersurface. The second type of N - 4 surface is

called twisted superRiemann surface. It has an 0(4) symmetry and it is non-

orientable. A direct consequence of the last kind of Rlomann surface is the

existence of a twisted sector in the N " 4 0(4) superconformal algebra unrelated

to the well-known Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond (NS-B) superconforma! algebra |10|.

N = 4 superconformal field theory can be developed in a straightforward

way in the superspace described above along the same lines as ordinary field

theory is described in the complex plane. There, the main actors are the

primary fields and the current and obviously their conformal transformations

(O.P.E). All these features are also present in our study. Here also, one

talks about N « 4 primary superfields, the N » 4 supercurrent as well as the

super O.P.E. However, there are some extra interesting features related to

extended supersyranetry and the Kac-Moody symmetry. In the next section, we

shall develop the formalism of N = 4 superconformal field theory based on

.superconformal half forms. We review briefly the concept of half forms in I he

N = 1 case that we generalize for arbitrary N. Then we rederive the super-

conformal transformations in a suitable way by solving a superconformal

differential equation. This method is also used to build superconformal

tensors. Finally, we analyze the different intergation measures on subdom.iins

ol thp N -J> superspare and ("ive general rules of integration of superconformal

• B -



tensors. These formulas are very important for the derivation of the non-local

solution of the N * A superconformal anomaly as we shall see in Sees.* and

5.

3. SUPERCONFORHAL DIFFERENTIALS

To start recall first of all that in the case of ordinary Riemann

surfaces, the differentials dz and dz play the central role in

classifying conformal tensors. These tensors are completely specified by a

couple of parameters (h,h) whose combinations h+h and h-h are known as the

scaling dimension and the spin, respectively. The spin s * h-h is always

required to be integer or half integer for local conformal field theories.

Moreover, the operators dz3/3z and dz3/3z have very interesting properties.

They are invariant under holomorphic and antiholomorphic transformations,

respectively and give a natural way to define the actions.

For the N « 1 superRiemann case, the superdifferential tlf, which is

the N « 1 supergenerallzatlon dz Is the main object in the construction of

the N = 1 superconformal theory. There are basically two ways of defining

dC [1.11]. We shall use the definition of Ref.l according to which dC is a

bosonic j superconformal differential form namely

(3.1)

where dZ is the Bruce et »l. superconformal one generalizing the usual

differential dz

dZ * ii _eJe
' (3.2)

N = 1 conformal superfields •(z,8) of conformal weight (h,0) are described in

the same way as in the ordinary case. Their superconformal transformation

makes use of Eq.(3.1) and reads as

.- ,k
(3.1)

Furthermore, besides its property of building superconformal tensors,the half

form dC defines the superintegration measure on the (1,0) heterotic super-

space

for an open supprcontour [Z.,Z-,J and coincides with the Berezin measure for

a closed contour

7

Notice that although (dT)" is an even quantity, It exhibits the same conformal

properties as the covariant derivative D as we shall see later on.

The particular case where F(Z) is set to a constant in Eq.(3.4) we

have

f (3.5)

The above equation satisfies the following obvious property which follows from

1inearity

Now, we turn to discuss the conformal properties of dr, and the

rnsulting consequences. These can be derived in an elegant way by introducing

the following N » 1 superconformal scalr operator defined everywhere on the

(1,0) heterotic superspace

$_ j^ D -. J5 S
(3.6)

where dt and % are respectively, the superconformal transform of dC and

D.

Then applying the above operator equation on superco-ordinate points,

the superconformal properties follow in a straightforward way. Indeed,

starting from the equations

or equivalently

(3.7)

(3.8)

gets (he following transformations laws:

-10-



As

(1.9)

and for Eq.(3.8)

O.IO)

Combining Eqs.(3.9) and (3.10), one concludes that for a given superconformal

transformation relating two superco-ordinate points of the superspace (z,8)

and (z.fO one has the following identities:

DG .6B s. 1

The superconformal transformation law of D postulated in Sec,2 is recovered

in this approach in a natural way just by combining Eqs.(3.6) and (1.9,3.10) .

Thus we have

D = DBD

(1.12)

Iii summary, the N • 1 superconformal symmetry is generated by the supnrco-

ordinate transformations on the superspace who leave the operator 4 invariant

(3.6). Furthermore, using Eqs.(3.6) and (3.10) one establishes easily that

Comparing with the superconformal transformation law of dfl , namely

one gets the following consistency constraint

(3.14)

11-

(3.15)

Consequent !y, the Bruce et al. supcrconformal one form A'/, is in fact the solution

of Kq.(3.15). The latter will he of great interest for the generalization for

higher N that we propose to discuss now.

In the N = 4 case (without loss of generality), there are four super-

conformal half forms dC,1 transforming as a vector of the O Cr) automorphism

group of the N = h superalgebra

(1.16)

AThn N - 4 superronformal transformation law of dC as well as all other

objects of the H • 4 superconformal theory can be obtained by generalizing

the method developed in the N » 1 case. A direct extension of the operator

A (3.6) to our case is given by

A = (3.17)

where D. are the four covarlant derivatives satisfying the algebra (2.1).

Following the same procedure as in the N = 1 theory, the solutions of the

generalized F.qs. (3. 7,3,8) namely

&̂ > — A, 1 (3. I1))

art; easily derived. They read for the first set of equations as follows:

$i-\° -^k"J (3.20)

Thi- inverse transformation law of Eq.(3.2O) is given by the solution of (3. 19)

-12-



D h 3 = tt; 1\» (3.21)

Eqs.(3.2O) and (3.21) which should be compared to Eqs.(2,14) and Cl.16) fix

completely the K = It superconformal symmetry. The superconformal transformation

of the covariant derivatives follows from Eqs.(3.17) and (3.20,3.21) namely

"i (3.22)

roughly speaking, Eqs.{3.21) and (3.22) can be thought of as local rotations

of four vectors accompanied with shifts of their origins. Injecting these

relations in Kq.(3.17) one gets

K - <i

(3.21)

The above equations may be obtained also by projecting Eq.(3.22) on the

6 and 6 directions. Taking the trace of Eq.(3.23), one finds the

generalization of the first relation of £q.(3.11)

—
(1-24)

Moreover, it is interesting to note that Eq.(3.23) hides a tensor structure

as we shall see in much detail in the next section

* V
• \

(3.25)

Eqs.(3.23) can be rewritten as

(3.26)

-13-

The global O(li) invariance of Eq.(3.17), generated by the zero modes of the

0('<) Kac Moody symmetry, is given by the following special superconformal

transforin.it ions:

(3.27)

Now, we want to introduce the covariant superconformal half form

It is obtained by help of the metric tensor g(. of the N-extended

nn surface

(3.28)

Putting Eqs.(3.2O-3.JS) in this equation, one gets the superconformal trans

formation rules of AC,, namely

(3.29)

Apart from the Jacobian of the superconformal co-ordinate transformation,

cl̂ j transforms as the covariant derivative D,. We shall see in the next

section that the covariant half form is in fact a superconformal eovari.mt

vector density of weight y = - — . The underlying superconformal covariant

vector dn, (if " 0) is given by

(3.10)

Consequently, the length element dZ behaves under a superconformal co-ordinate

transformation as

AT -

(3.31)

Before going ahead, let us specify the superconformal weights of the different

superconformal objects introduced until now. This will help us when

-14



we examine the construction of all varieties of N = 4 (N^. 2) supercoufnrmal

tensors. They are represented by three half integers:

Conformal Objects

D;
Bl

t*3.

&

JZ

h-weights

(. « . */* )

(«, o)
{0,0)

if-weights

o

0

0

0

0

-1 /1

(3.32)

In the above table, we have written the superconformal weights h as a couple

of numbers (h-.h,) where h. and h, represent, respectively, the super-

conformal weights associated with the fundamental half form dC.1 and the

covariant derivative D . Through this table ve learn also that some

qit.intities have a vanishing weight y. These are called superconformal

tensors. Objects with y 4 0 are called superconformal tensor densities.

We shall turn to these features in Sec.4.

Another interesting property which is specific to extended super-

symmetry (N ^.2) is that the general extension of the operator A (3.6)

reads as

=• jIt is a mixed superconformal tensor of weight (- =•, j) and then transforms

as

A1, ^ 6ke*.D.-»'.AS (3.V.)

a and b are arbitrary numbers which will be set to 1 and zero in the

subsequent study without loss of generality. Moreover, this superconformal

tensor operator carries a locally 0(4) reducible representation which can bp

usually written as fotJows:

wm t

where r! is the traceless part of the (- j, ^) superconformal operator

/\! and fl the remaining part given by Eq.(3.l7)

(3.36)

As we have seen a L ready, A is a superconformal sea lar of h-wftight. (0t0) .

Therefore* t t hp trace oepration may be thought of as follows:

which is solved by

(3.37)

(3.38)

I'utlinR Eqs.(3.35) and (3.35) in Eq.(3.34), one establishes easily that the

superconformal transformation- of A is also reducible

(3.39)

Now, denotinR d = fi and using Eq.(3.17) and the extension of Eq.fi.15) to

the N = 4 superconformal case namely

, Jr] =
one finds that

(3.A1)

where dZ is given by Eq.(3.31).

The superconformal property of fi leads to the following operator

equation

J = A (3.42)

which is solved by help of its projection on the N - 4 superspace co-ordinates

exactly as we have done for the equations (3.7) and (3.17). The resulting

Kiipcrttif ferent ial equations read as

-16-



°J - "J ' o u = " C1.43)

where (zT.ft) are the .superconformal transform of (z, 8) satisfying Eqs,(3.l8-

3.19) and the subsequent equations (3.20-3.21). Using Eq.(3.41) and ( 3 7 M ) ,

one obtains after some easy algebra the following solution:

(1.44)

The first relation of Eq.(3.44) gives the generalization of the Bruce et al.

superconformal one form postulated in Ref.5 and which emerges in a natural

way in our approach as a solution of Eq.(3.4O). The second equation represents

the superconformal transformation of dZ which has already been encountered

in Eq.(3.31). This reflects that <}Z is just a (0,0) superconformal tensor

density of weight y • - j, Eq.(3.32).

Before concluding this section, recall that the N-extended super-

conformal symmetry is completely specified by the fundamental differential

operator equation (3.17). The superconformal scalar operator A is huilt

out of two basic superconformal objects namely dj* and D.. The latter

are half form and half (spinor) covariant derivatives exhibiting opposite

conformal weights. The squaring of these basic quantities gives after

taking the trace

"^ ~t 3' J/'-ij (3.45)

Whereas dZ transforms as a superconformal density of weight T - - 4> the

bosonic derivative 3/3z however Is no longer a superconformal tensor since

it transforms by an anomalous term

(3.46)

Projecting Eq.O.46) on the superco-ordinates points (z",n*) and (z.B1) one

finds

(1.47)

-17-

uliere Eq.( 1.20) has liocn used. These relations should be compared to those

given by Kqs.(2.17) and (2.22).

In the end of this section, we would like to emphasize that the H-

extended superconformal co-ordinate transformations are completely specified

by Hie operator equation (3.17). The latter is really the basic equation

of the superconformal symmetry. Through this study we have also

noted the existence of a tensor structure behind the underlying superconformal

field theory. In the next section, we shall develop the superconformal

tensor formalism generalizing the table (3,32). This will allow us to examine

in much detail the structure of the metric tensor gj, and its role in

extended (N >̂ 2) superconformal invariance.

U. SUPERCONFORHAL TENSORS AND MEASURES

Having studied the basic ingredients of differential geometry namely

the superdifferential half form d(|l and the covariant derivative D. as

well as their superconformal transformation laws, we pass to introduce the

Kiiperconformal tensors and tensor densities. These tensors are the super-

jM-npralization of the primary fields of Ref.3 and are in fact the main actors

with the supercurrent in any superconformal field theory. The first type

of superconformal tensors are the covariant ones whose superconformal trans-

formation law generalizes that of the covariant derivative Dj, namely

where "z *> (z.91) is the superconformal transform of Z. The above super-

conformal covariant tensor will hereafter be referred to as a (0, T ) super-
-n/

conformal tensor, n is the order of the covariant tensor scaling as

A superconformal scalar Is a (0.0) superconformal tensor whose transformation

law reads as

1

-n/2

A superconformal covariant vector H^z) carries an 0(4) vector representation

and transforms exactly as the covariant derivative

h (4.3)

Kq.(4.3) is also satisfied in the case where Hj derives from a superconformal

sealar potent ial *

-18-



The last example of superconformal covariant tensor that we vant to give is

the supermetric tensor g ... Its transformation rule reads as

or equivalently

(4.5)

(4.6)

where |D8| is the Jacobian of the transformation T = Z(Z). Taking the

determinant of both sides of Eq.(4.5) we get the following useful relations:

(4.7)

In the end, notice that quantities of type (0, =•) that do not transform as

in Eq.(4.1) under a superconformal co-ordinate transformation are not primary

superfields. As an example we recall the superconformal transformation of

the N = 4 supercurrent J<z) [ 7 I given by

= J(Z.) (4.8)

Eq.(4.8) differs from Eq.(4.2) by the additive term S(z,z) known as the super-

cunformal anomaly of the N » 4 supercurrent J as ve shall see in the next

sort ion. Other examples are given just by derivatives of (0, j) tnnsors, fur

instance (h = 1)

(4.9)

This transformation law differs from that of the (0,1) covariant tensor given

by Eq.(4.1). Similarly, we can define superconformal contravariant tensor

exactly as one did in tensor analysis. They generalize the transformation

law of the (- ^,0) half form dt and are referred to as (- |,0) tensor for

contravariant tpnsor of order m. Thus we have the following superctin f iirma I

transf ormaf. ion rule

*-

C4.1O)

A particular and interesting example of (- !|,0) superconformal tensor is

given by the tensor product of m superdif ferential half form d<; namely

AS<& » 4 s ^ v •«•; " ^ J (4.1D

+m/2
Notice that the above tensor product scales as z , whereas that of

Rq.('i.l) scales as 7. " , The latter becomes more transparent in the trans-

formation law of the following tensor product of the covariant half form of

<ln, given by Eq.(3.3O).

Finally, mixed superconformal tensors (- "-, ") are also well defined. Their

transformation law is easily obtained by replacing Eqs.(4.11)and(4.12) in tIn;

following superconformal scalar

(4.13)

leading to

(4.

The (- ? , T ) mixed tensors are in general locally reducible tensors in terms of

0(4) representations. The simple example is given by the (- ^, j) mixed tensor

**(z) whose irreducible components read as

whore S^ is the traceless part of *j and where

(4.15)

(4.16)

The superconformal transformation law of *. is also reducible since we have

-2(1-



(4.17)

The first relation of Eq.(4.71) gives the transformation rule of thn Kronecker

symbol £, = g-.g . Such a rule has already been derived from the projection

of the conformal transformation of the covariant derivative D. on the 9J

direction as shown by Eqs.(3.23) and (3.25).

Now, plugging Eq.(4.15) on the right-hand side of (4.13), one gets

the following remarkable decomposition of the (0,0) superconformal scalar

(4.18)

where dZ was given in Sec.3, Eqs.(3.31) and (3.44).

Finally, notice that the order of (- ™, ^ ) , mixed tensor is equal to

n+m and scales as z
m-n/2

n-1,
2

2' V
The contraction of two indices on this mixed tensor

yields a new (- —=— , —=—) superconformal mixed tensor of order m+n-2. This is
1 1

the case of the trace of the (- •=, •-) tensor leading to an invariant super-

conformal scalar (0,0). Moreover, remark that (• 5,=-) mixed tensor are scale

invariant though it has a non-trivial superconformal transformation as shown

from Eq.(4.14). This is an interesting feature which reflects that among the

various irreducible components of the (- >̂ ?) tensor there is a superconformal

scalar superfield given by

(4.19)

by using Eq.(3.38)

The infinitesimal superconformal transformation of (4.5) generated by the change

of the superspace co-ordinates Z = Z(Z)

( 4 .20 )

reads as

- 2 1 -

T"""

•*?%•% •%

Furthermore, the superconformal tensor analysis discussed here above

provides in fact a subclass of a more general class of quantities called super-

conformal tensor densities SF . They transform like a superconformal tensor

exeppt for Ihe appearance in its law of transformation of an pxtra factor which

is the -lacobian of the transformation of the co-ordinates raised to some powt>r

(2) * (4.22)

where y is a real number called weight of the superconformal mixed tensor

tensordensity. The latter will hereafter be referred to as a (- j, j,j, j,
density. Eq,(4.7) gives an example of (0,0;2) superconformal scalar density.

Another example is given by dZ which behaves as a (0,0; -x) superconformal

scalar

(4.21)

A superconformal tensor densitv (- j, j; -y) multiplied by a factor g

gives an ordinary superconformal tensor,i.e.

(4.24)

Applying this to Eq.(4.23), we rediscover that g1'MdZ behavps as a super-

conformal scalar as already mentioned in Sec.3

7) «
(4.25)

Inversely, given a superconformal (- j, ^; 0) tensor, one can usually construct

a superconformal (- -j, —; \) tensor density of weight Y as follows

(4.26)

-22-
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As for tensors, superconf ormal (- 5, y; t ) tensor densities arc also rt-iiiu: i M r

in terms of the 0(4) representat ions. For the simple (- j, J;K) tensor density,

the first irreducible components reads as

r \ •-- bi , (4.27)

where J* is given by a relation similar to that of Eq.(4.19). Putting this

expression in the following supereonformaj (0,0,\) scalar density

one recovers the result of Kefs.5 and 7, namely

or equivalently by help of Eq,(4.7)

(4.2H)

(4.29)

(4.10)

Nou, we turn to study the super integration measures and their underlying

prn|M'rt ies. Before that, let us recall that the reducibility of the tensor

product of two supereonformal half forms

(-1.0;0) and reduces as follows:

i i
<I(,J . It behaves as a

where

{'..12)

and where do ^ is a 'two-dimensional' supersurface element given by

(4.33)

Using Eq.(*.31), one has the following decomposition

In what, f o l l o w s we s h a l l f o c u s our a t t e n t i o n on (he N = '. SOC-i) su|i<-r<-onformal

syrni te t iy . The volume r l e i n n U of (he superK irm;inn Mirfaci? d i s c u s s e d above i s

givi-n by t h e v e c t o r p roduc t of df.'

-23-

(4.35)

whrre r'J^'' is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita invariant tensor density

(-2,0,1). The inverse of Eq.(4.15) involves the cavariant Levi-Civita tensor

density (0,2;-1). They exhibit the following properties

- - e - 1

Moreover, Rq.(4.15) shows that the completely antisyrametric (-2,0;0) tensor

is dual to a scalar density (O,O;-1), i.e.

(^^Oj^o^,-*) - (-2,2,-1)

(4.17)

In a similar uay, the hypcrsurface generated by the (- ^.0;0) supereonformal

tensor dn''^ is dual to (0, x, -1) supereonformal covariant tensor density,

namely

or formally

(4.38)

. 18')

Finally, (he dual of do 1 1 J reads as

(4.39)

Now wi> arc in a position to develop the integral ion rules of super-

rnnformal lenstirs on tin- supeiK iemann surface. The simple object we consider

in t hi; beginning is (ho super in! egrat ion on a supprcurve

-24-



(4.40)

where H,(Z) is a half superconformal covariant tensor and 7. and 7..} arc

two arbitrary points of the N « 4 superspace. The definition of the integration

rule in Eq.(4.40) can be formulated by examining the particular case WIIITP

H. derives from a superconformal scalar potential t

H,(Z) =-D,

Indeed, using Eq.(3.17), we have for a regular superRiemann surface

(4./.I)

the stokes theorem can be applied

(4.47)

(4.48)

where S is a superdomain of the superRiemann surface surrounded by a supei-

contour C and B.. is an antisymmetric superfleld given by

Eq.(4.42) satisfies the obvious property

allowing therefore to define Eq.(4.4O) as follows:

(4.42)

(4.43)

However, in the case where

by an extra term, namely

T « Z-(Z.), the above definition is modified

(4.44)

^ j V Mz), (V.7 "AJ - W
(4.45)

The compatibility with the superalgebra (2.1) requires moreover that H.(z)

must satisfy the following consistency condition

(4.46)

Notice that Eq.(4.4O) vanishes identically whenever^ paramerizes a closed

curve and H. given by Eq.(4.41). In the general situation however

(4.49)

tt is no longer a supc; rcon formal tensor as shown by Eq.(4.9) and exhibits thi>

following symmetry

A- -- A. ( 4 .

f is an arbitrary superconformal scalar superfield as required by Eq.(4.47).

More generally, the Stokes theorem for the various integration measure

densities of Eqs.(4.35.38,39) reads as

(4.11)

At the end of this section, we would like to remark that the N - 4 Berezin

integration measure can be related to the above analysis. It is obtained by the

scaling properties of the basis differentials and the covariant derivatives

D. . To illustrate the method, consider the following superconformal invariant

integral

(4.52)

where H.(7.) is a (0, j, 0) superconformal tensor.

Tlii'ii decompose II. (y) us a product of superconformal objects using

Kqs.O.12) anil (4.JS) 3S follows:

-2S- -26-



where $ is a superconformal scalar density obtained by inverting the above

equat ion,namely

Eq.(4.54) is solved by help of the determinant of the metric g

scalar superfield • namely

-- f

and a conformal

(1.55)

Plugging now Eq.(4.53) in Eq.(4.52), one identifies easily the Berezinian

integration measure

/£ *(z' (̂ ••56)

In the next section,ve shall develop the integral representation of the N = 4

supprconformal anomaly exhibiting a stricklng resemblance with the potential

energy of a system of classical particles evolving in a domain of CH . We

shall start however by recalling briefly some ingredients of the N = 4 super-

ronformal field theory.

Eq.(5.2) shows that the N = 4 superconformal current J(z> scales as z •

Howevpr, it is not a superconfortnal scalar superfield since its transformation

rule contains an anomalous term given by Eq.(4.8)

(5.3)

This N = U anomaly which in turn scales as z is just the supergeneralization

of the Schwartzian derivative to the N «= 1 superspace. PerforminR two

successive superconformal transformations of the co-ordinates, the superconformal

anomaly satisfies the following remarkable property, specific for the N - *

case

Z, . (5.4)

5. THE INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE N =" 4 ANOMALY

As already mentioned in the previous sections, the main objects in

the N = 4 superconformal field theory are the primary superfields.Eqs.(4.14),

thi' superstress tensor energy J(Z), Eq.(4.B), and their superconformal

transformations: the super O.P.E.. The infinitesimal superconformal trans-

formation law of the primary superfields, Eq.(4.21), which is generated by

tlie N = 4 supercurrent can be written as follows:

Combining Eqs.(/i.21) and (2.12) one can derive the N = k super O.P.K of the

(- T' 2^ s uP e r c o nf° r m al raixed tensor superfield,namely

•27-

The N = I* superconformal anomaly (5.3) exhibits other interesting features.

It. is a non-local function of the superspace co-ordinates and moreover vanishes

for a subclass of N = 4 superconformal transformations. These are the super-

project ive transformation generalizing the usual Mobius symmetry of the complex

plane. They generate a 3+8+6 = 17 dimensional subsuperalgebra of the infinite

dimensional N = 4 superconformal one. It is locally isomorphic to the graded

OSp('</2) algebra. The corresponding finite transformations were derived in

Eq . ( 5 .1,).

Now we want to derive the solution of Eq.(5.4). This solution

has been studied in Ref.7 where a new superfield S (Z,Z.) = D S(Z,"Z) has been

introduced. As we shall prove, this is exactly the price one should pay to

overpass the problrm of the non-locality of anomaly S t Z p Z ^ ) raised above.

The solution of F.q.(5.4) compatible with the non-locality and the

superrnnformal symmetry is expressed as an integral over an open curve of

the N = 4 superRiem.inn surface. Indeed, using Eqs.(4.«)-A.45) one establishes

easily the following rpsull:

-28-



--J (5.5)

where Hj(Z) is a half superconformal vector superfield (0, =, 0) whose

transformation lav is given by Eq.(4.3).

Notice that the Integrand ID •= dt,lti. is a superconformal scalar (0,0,0)

and therefore the superconformal properties of the anomaly are rompletply

specified by the operator I ̂  • In particular, the additivity property (5.4)

follows from the linearity 1 of the operator I namely

(5.6)

Moreover, Eq.(5.5) may be viewed also as the integral solution of the following

differential equation obtained by help of Eq.(4.45)

(5.7)

This equation can be expressed in another equivalent form by introducing the

following generating function U(Z, ,?,;*)

The function

(5.8)

which in turn scales as z satisfies the properties

of an evolution operator whose evolution reads in general as

(5.9)

Eu..(5,7) which vanishes for Z , " ^t a s " should be recovers the result of

Hef.7, once H.(Z) is specified. However, we shall not look for the explicit

expression of Hj{7) in terms of z and 61 . We shall treat it as a

fundamental field playing the role of the force in a classical mechanical

system of particles. Indeed Eq.(5.5) exhibits a striking resemblance with

he energy potential V(Mj,H2) of a system of particles evolving in a region ofthe

-29-

(5.10)

where ?(H) is the resulting force acting on the mass centre M of the

system of particles evolving along the curve [H,,H,], It reads in general as

and t lius

VH(M,(M()

(5.11)

(5.12)

The correspondence bptween the N = 4 superconformal system and the system of

classical particles reads for n = 1 without loss of generality as

(5.13)

As remarked before, the (0, |, 0) superfield Hj(Z.) can be viewed as the force

F(H), once the H = 4 anomaly is interpreted as the potential energy and there-

fore the interacting energy. We shall exploit this analogy later on.

In the remainder of this section, we want to examine the necessary

conditions that should be satisfied by H^z) leading to a vanishing value

of the anomaly. For a single particle we shall show that the solutions may

be classified into three different categories having different geometrical

interpretations. However, for a system of particles we find that there are

other solutions although the elementary theories arc anomalous. These solutions

correspond to the cancellation of these anomalies.

Our procedure for establishing these results is based on the

correspondence given by Eqs.(5.13). To start consider Eq.(5.5)

= O (5.14)

The solutions of this equation are given by

-30-
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A ( T. }

I1
O

= O

for every Z

for

(5.15)

or equivalently by using the heuristic but useful correspondence (5.13)

p ltv̂ \ = 0 for every H (n

j7. R M | = O for every M {1]

, 0 (31 (5-16>

Notice that ?(M) = 0 (H,(Z) - 0) is a solution of dT-7(H) - 0 (d^H.Cz) ' 0)
M *
2 2

which in turn is a solution of I d( F • 0 I I d^1 H. = Oj . The reverse

^1 1
however is not true in general.

The first case 7 = O describes a free particle and the trajectory is

given by a straightforward line [H,,H,| namely

F =
(5.17)

The second case dlF(H) = 0 shows that locally 7(M) is perpendicular to

a small surface surrounding the point H and generated by df . In the

case where the force derives from a scalar potential T(M) • -?V(M), then

V(H) describes a level surface

Finally, the vanishing of Eq.(5.16.3)implies that there e x i s t s at least one
point »AZ ) such that

*
(5.19)

or equivalently by using Eqs.(5.1J)

-11-

(5.20)

An illustrating example is given by

(5.21)

In the above figure, we have chosen T = ^ and a particular path (MpM^l

which is a solution of Eq,(5.1B,3)

The previous discussion can be performed In a straightforward way for

the case where T derive from a scalar potential, i.e. H( derives from

a conform*! scalar superpotential<f(Z). Thus, Eqs.(S.15) and (5.16) become

JV(M| -. O ;

\i[t) (5.22)

In terms of these equations read as

A 4>(Z| - Ituc

2.) = O
(5.23)

Here also V » <V^ is a solution of (5.22.2) which in turn is a solution of

Eq.(5.22.3). The rewrse is not true in general. Eqs.(5.J$) are therefore

the necessary conditions on $ ( Z ) for t h e vanishing of the anomaly

(5.5)-

Now, we turn to the general situation of a system of particles

described by Eqs.(5.11.12). In this case the N • 4 anomaly takes the form

(5.2/.)



where each anomaly S can be expressed by a formula similar to that,

given by Eq.(5.5) namely

1 ' •' <5.2'5)

We shall work directly with Hj » D\«$n' for the discussion of the vanishing

of the global anomaly. Naturally, a solution of S(?,,Z,) » 0 i.s given by

Eqs.(5.23) satisfied for each particle. However, there may exist another

solution although Eqs.(5.£J) are not satisfied for single particles. This

solution which corresponds to the compensation of the anomalies S . re3ds

Sun.

Z *" (2,1 = Z- *H(Zt
Obviously. Eqs.(5.C*) are solutions of Eqs.(5.tfc) but the reverse is not

true in general.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed the basic formalism of the N = 4

superconformal field theory using the superspace language. More precisely,

we have studied the two following ideas.

i) We have shown that the N-extended superconformal symmetry and

its underlying superconformal objects are recovered in a natural

way as solutions of a fundamental operator equation Eq.(3.J7).

ii) We have worked out the solution of 1 lie N = A anomaly in terms

of a conformal superfield • and studied the conditions that should be

satisfied by $ leading to an anomaly free theory. Being a non-local

function of the superco-ordinates, the N « 4 anomaly is solved by an integral

of a haif form along an open curve of the N = 4 superRiemann surface.

Concerning the first point, we have derived all the basic elements

of the N extended superconformal field theory starting from a simple operator

«quation fl = "h . The latter which has been motivated by dimensional

arguments and the scale invariance is built out of two sets of fundamental

objects namely the superconformal half forms I 5 and the covariant

(ferivatives D. . In particular, we have shown that I h*> supRrconFiirnwl

-13-

co-ordinate transformations, which in general are obtained by requiring the

homogeneity of the transformation of the covariant derivative D. appears
in our method as the projection of the operator equation on the co-ordinate

superspace.

Also, we have shown that all superconformal quantities are classified

t>y means of a triplet of numbers (-r.s.K) where r, s and |v| are non-

negative integers or half integers, e.g d-j" and D. are characterized by

{- j, 0; 0) and {0, j, 0}, respectively. Moreover, other interesting

relations such as the ad hoc Bruce et al. one form dZ namely {0, 0, - }r)

is derived in a straightforward way.

Furthermore, we have constructed the different integration measures

on the superRiemannian surface. In particular, we have studied the

integration rule of superconformal tensors along an open curve of the N « <t

superRiemannian surface. This integration plays an important role in the

derivation of the solution of the N * 4 anomaly. We have analyzed also the

generalizations of the Stokes theorem for the different closed superdomains

(supercurves,...) of the N = 4 superRiemannian surface. The connection with

the Borezln integration is also given. Finally, superconformal tensor

analysis has been studied in detail.

Concerning the anomaly of the N « i supercurrent, we have elaborated

an integral solution over a superconformal scalar half formTj/(z) = H,(Z) dj,'.

The conformal properties of the anomaly are therefore completely specified

by the operator I . In particular, the additivity property Eq.Ci.4)

1
follows from the linearity of the integral operator. Moreover, this

integral representation makes the non-locality feature of the N * 4 anomaly

more transparent. Recall that the non-locality problem of the N = 4 anomaly

has been overpassed in R.ef.7 by introducing the bilocal superfield S.C7,,/,)
- 1 / 1 1 1 ^

which scales as z and which is related here to the conformal superfield

H.<z) through Eq.(5.7).

Furthermore, we have developed a correspondence between the N = U

anomaly and the interacting potential energy of a system of classical particles

whose mass centre H evolves along a curve C(M) of the Euclidean space CR .

According to this correspondence H.(ZJ is therefore interpreted as the

force acting on M. This scheme enables us to study the necessary conditions

that should be satisfied by H. (or equivalently if for H. - D. + ) leading

to an anomaly free theory. As a result we have found two classes of solutions.

Whereas the first type of solutions requires the vanishing of the anomaly of

all elementary theories, the second class of solutions, which contains the

first one corresponds to the compensations of the anomalies.
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